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Although there is no consensus regarding the “reality” of the past of a quantum particle, in
situations where there is only one trajectory with nonvanishing quantum wave of the particle between
its emission and detection points, it seems “safe” to associate the past of the particle with this
trajectory. A method for analyzing the past of a quantum particle according to the weak trace it
leaves is proposed. Such a trace can be observed via measurements performed on an ensemble of
identically pre- and post-selected particles. Examples, in which this method contradicts the above
common sense description of the past of the particle are presented. It is argued that it is possible to
describe the past of a quantum particle, but the naive approach has to be replaced by both forward
and backward evolving quantum states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contrary to classical physics, making a measurement
and finding a quantum particle in a particular state does
not tell us that this was its state in the past; it could have
been in a superposition with some other states. This ex-
plains why the fathers of quantum mechanics preached
that we cannot talk about a quantum particle between
measurements. Nevertheless, there is an extensive discus-
sion of welcher weg (which path) detectors in the context
of “complementarity” and other fundamental aspects of
quantum mechanics [1–6], which all implicitly consider
the past of a quantum particle. In this paper I argue that
we can describe the past of a quantum particle using an
objective criteria, but that this description contradicts
the “common sense” approach widely used in analyses of
which path interferometric experiments.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II I
analyze Wheeler’s delayed choice experiment using the
“common sense” argument. In Section III I propose op-
erational definition of the past of a quantum particle and
show that it agrees with the common sense interpreta-
tion in the case of Wheeler’s experiment. Section IV de-
scribes another setup in which my proposed criterion for
the past and the “common sense” argument contradict
each other. Section V presents the two-state vector for-
malism (TSVF) [7, 8] which provides the picture of the
past of a quantum particle which is consistent with the
criterion proposed in Section III. Section VI is devoted to
welcher weg measurements involving additional degree of
freedom. In section VII I analyze the results of the pa-
per in frameworks of different interpretations of quantum
mechanics. In Section VIII I summarize my conclusions.
II. DELAYED CHOICE EXPERIMENT
A natural approach to the past of a quantum particle
was put forward by Wheeler [9]. It asserts that while we
cannot discuss the past of a particle until it is measured,
we can do so after the measurement. If the pre-selection
led to a superposition of a few states and one of them was
found in the post-selection measurement, then we should
regard the particle as being in the post-selected state even
before the post-selection. Thus, the past of a quantum
particle comes into existence due to a measurement at a
later time.
Recently an “almost ideal” experiment realizing
Wheeler’s proposal for a delayed choice experiment has
been performed [10]. A single photon source was used
and the choice of measurement was indeed delayed un-
til the photon was inside the interferometer. The ex-
periment demonstrated the bizarre feature of a quantum
particle that a choice of measurement performed now de-
termines its behavior in the past. We can decide now,
by removing or leaving the second beam splitter (BS) of
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), that the pho-
ton’s past is a single trajectory which is one of the arms
of the interferometer, Fig. 1a or Fig. 1b, or that it is a
superposition of both, Fig. 1c.
The experiment, however, demonstrated this only in-
directly. When the second BS was missing, Fig. 1a.
and Fig. 1b. it was considered as welcher weg mea-
surement: if detector D1 clicked we concluded that the
particle passed along the upper path because it could not
reach the detector in another way and, similarly, if de-
tector D2 clicked we concluded that the particle passed
along the lower path. When the second BS was present,
we concluded that the particle passed through both arms,
since otherwise the interference (the dependence of the
ratio of clicks of detectors D1 and D2 on the phase of the
interferometer) could not be explained.
III. A CRITERION FOR THE PAST OF A
QUANTUM PARTICLE
A direct manifestation of the past of a quantum par-
ticle would be an observation of the trace it leaves along
its path. Arranging a strong measurement of the pres-
ence of a particle inside the interferometer will not serve
the purpose, because that clearly changes the setup and
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2FIG. 1: Wheeler’s delayed choice experiment. Remov-
ing the second BS of the MZI causes the past of the photon to
be a single trajectory, (a) or (b), while leaving the BS forces
the photon’s past to be a superposition of the two paths, (c).
the experiment becomes very different from the original
proposal. (And surely we cannot use measurements such
as the runs of the experiment with blocked arms of the
interferometer [10].)
I propose a criterion for the past of a quantum particle
to be the weak trace it leaves. The particle interaction
should be weak enough such that the interference pattern
is not disturbed significantly. An individual run does not
provide enough information to reveal the past and we will
need a large enough ensemble of identical experiments,
the experiments in which particles were pre- and post-
selected in the same states. We assume here that the
setup, the pre-selection, and the post-selection provide
complete description of the particle and, therefore, the
weak trace observed on the ensemble shows us the weak
trace of each particle in the ensemble.
All particles have some nonvanishing interaction with
the environment and they leave some trace. In order to
perform a quantitative analysis I will consider a partic-
ular model in which weak von Neumann measurements
[11] are performed in both arms of the interferometer in
Fig. 1. The initial state of the pointers is a Gaussian
with width ∆ centered at zero and the weak interaction
leads (if the particle is there) to a small shift
δ = ∆,  1. (1)
Performing such a measurement on a pre- and post-
selected ensemble N times will allow measuring the shift
with precision of ∆√
N
, so for N > 12 the presence of the
particle will be revealed.
The outcomes of such measurements clearly support
the common sense picture. In the experiment with the
second BS removed, in the ensemble with D1 detecting
the particle, Fig. 1a, a shift δ will be observed at the
upper arm of the interferometer and a shift zero at the
lower arm. Of course, the reverse observations are ob-
tained for the ensemble detecting the particle at D2, Fig.
1b.
In the experiment with the second BS present and
tuned in such a way that, due to the interference, the
particles are detected only by D2, Fig. 1c, the weak mea-
surements in both arms of the interferometer will show a
shift of δ2 manifesting an expected presence of the parti-
cles in both arms of the interferometer.
Note that the weak trace left by each particle has a
particular correlation property. If, after the measurement
interaction, instead of measuring the shift of the pointer
position in one arm, we perform a projective measure-
ment of its initial state, then we will sometimes know
with certainty that the particle passed through this arm.
In those cases, a similar measurement performed in the
other arm will not find the particle with certainty. This
observation (which can be traced back to Einstein [12])
can be interpreted in different ways depending on the
adopted interpretation of quantum mechanics. Here we
rely on the measurements on the ensemble for discussing
the properties of each particle. The modification of the
reading procedure of the pointer of the measuring device
transforms it to a (probabilistic) strong measurement and
thus makes it inappropriate for observing the past of the
particle inside the interferometer.
IV. NESTED MACH-ZEHNDER
INTERFEROMETER
Let us now consider the past of a particle in the follow-
ing modification of the MZI, Fig. 2. Instead of removing
the second BS we add two beam splitters and a mirror,
“nesting” another MZI inside the first one. (A similar
proposal was used in an attempt to devise a setup for a
counterfactual computation [13, 14].) The inner interfer-
ometer is tuned in such a way that there is a complete
destructive interference in the lower output port, so that
the wavepackets leaving the first BS and beginning to
travel in the two arms of the interferometer do not over-
lap thereafter. The experiment apparently is a welcher
3weg measurement of the large interferometer: if the par-
ticle is detected by D3, its past was the upper path of
the large interferometer which includes both paths of the
inner interferometer, Fig. 2a, while if detector D1 or D2
clicks, the past of the particle was the lower path of the
large interferometer, Fig. 2b. In all these cases we made
our claims relying on the fact that the particle could not
reach the detectors via other paths.
FIG. 2: MZI nested inside another MZI. The inner in-
terferometer is tuned in such a way that there is a destructive
interference toward the lower output port. (a) The “common
sense” past of the particle if D3 clicks. (b) The “common
sense” past of the particle if D2 clicks.
The weak measurement tests for the path of the par-
ticle when detector D3 clicks shows that, indeed, it took
the upper path of the large interferometer:
δD = 1, δB = δC =
δ
2
, δA = δE = 0. (2)
When detector D1 or D2 clicks, the weak measurement
tests for the presence of the particle at points A,D and E
also show the expected result. However, when we weakly
measure the presence of the particles inside the inner
interferometer at points B and C, a surprise happens. It
seems that there should be no effect whatsoever since the
particle could not have been there, but we see effects of
the same order of magnitude, Fig. 3:
δA = 1, δB =
δ
2
, δC = −δ
2
, δD = δE = 0. (3)
Weak measurements show that the photon leaves a
trace in a path which it did not pass, or that our device
is not a faithful welcher weg measurement of the large
interferometer in spite of the “common sense” argument:
the photon detected in D1 or D2 could not pass through
points B and C. But if did pass through B or C, why it
did not leave a trace in D and E? How this weak trace
can be understood?
FIG. 3: The past of the particle detected by D2 ac-
cording to the weak trace it leaves. In addition to the
continuous trace in the lower arm of the interferometer the
particle leaves a similar strength trace inside the inner in-
terferometer which is a part of the upper arm of the large
interferometer.
V. THE TWO-STATE VECTOR FORMALISM
The peculiar picture of the weak trace in the setup of
the previous section is best viewed in the framework of
the TSVF of quantum mechanics [7, 8]. According to this
formalism, a quantum system between two measurements
is described by a two-state vector
〈Φ| |Ψ〉, (4)
which consists of the usual quantum state evolving for-
ward in time, |Ψ〉, defined by the results of a complete
measurement at the earlier time, and by a quantum state
evolving backward in time 〈Φ|, defined by the results of
a complete measurement at a later time. Any weak cou-
pling to a variable O of a pre- and post-selected quantum
system results in an effective coupling to a weak value of
this variable:
Ow ≡ 〈Φ|O|Ψ〉〈Φ|Ψ〉 . (5)
We expect that, due to the locality of all interactions,
the trace the particle leaves is proportional to the weak
value of the particle’s projection operator onto a partic-
ular location. Thus, the shift of the pointer of the weak
measurement device is proportional to the weak value of
the projection operator of the particle at the location of
the device. It vanishes for locations where the forward or
backward evolving state vanishes. Figs. 4a,b show how
this picture explains Wheeler’s conclusions for his exper-
iment, while Fig. 4c shows how it explains the peculiar
4results in the modified setup. In the places where both
waves are present, the weak value quantifies the shift of
the pointer of the weak measuring device. The two-state
vector of the photon inside the interferometer at a par-
ticular moment is
〈Φ| |Ψ〉 = 1
2
(√
2〈A|+ 〈B| − 〈C|
) 1
2
(√
2|A〉+ |B〉+ |C〉
)
,
(6)
where we used natural notation: |A〉 is a localized wave
packet at point A, etc. Then, (5) yields for the weak
values of the projection operators at points A, B and C:
(PA)w = 1, (PB)w =
1
2
, (PC)w = −1
2
. (7)
This explains the shift of weak measuring devices (3)
placed at these points.
A variation of such a measurement in which the mea-
suring device is a separate degree of freedom of the par-
ticle itself (its lateral position) has been performed [15].
In this experiment a thin crystal plate at some angle was
placed at various points and the lateral shifts were mea-
sured in the final detection. Measurements have been
performed separately at points A, B and C and shifts
as in (3) were obtained. However, the vanishing shifts at
points D and E have not been tested.
The fact that the weak coupling inside the inner inter-
ferometer when a particle arrives at detector D1 or D2
leads to an observable shift, is very peculiar. In the stan-
dard formalism of quantum mechanics it can be explained
as a counterintuitive interference effect. The weak cou-
pling to the measuring device slightly spoils the destruc-
tive interference and a tiny wave goes toward the second
BS of the large interferometer. The amount of the wave
which is leaked out is very small. The ratio of this flux
and the flux at the lower arm of the large interferometer
is
1
2
∫∞
−∞(e
− x2
2∆2 − e− (x−δ)
2
2∆2
)2dx∫∞
−∞ e
− x2
∆2 dx
=
(1− e− δ
2
4∆2 )
2
' 
2
8
. (8)
Nevertheless, due to the amplification effect of post-
selection, the shift of the measuring device is of the first
order in . It is comparable with the shift caused by a
particle which is fully present near the measuring device.
VI. WELCHER WEG MEASUREMENT WITH
POLARIZATION
Consider a variation of a welcher weg measurement in
a MZI (it has been extensively analyzed in connection
with “quantum eraser” experiments [4]). We start with
horizontally polarized photon |H〉 and we “mark” the
photon in the upper arm B by rotating the polarization
to vertically polarized state |V 〉, see Fig. 5. Assume that
FIG. 4: The TSVF description. The particle leaves a trace
only where both forward (dashed line) and backward (dotted
line) evolving states are present. a) Wheeler’s experiment
without the second BS, compare with Fig. 1b; b) Wheeler’s
experiment with the second beam splitter in place, compare
with Fig. 1c; c) Modified experiment, compare with Fig. 3.
at the end the photon was found in polarization state
|H〉. Then, since in the arm B there were no photon in
state |H〉, the “common sense” approach tells us that the
photon passed through lower arm A.
The two state vector of the quantum particle inside the
interferometer is:
〈Φ| |Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(〈A|+ 〈B|) 〈H| 1√
2
(|A〉|H〉+ |B〉|V 〉) .
(9)
Thus, the weak values (5) for projection operators in the
arms of the interferometer support this conclusion:
(PB)w = 0, (PA)w = 1. (10)
Nevertheless, the weak trace might show otherwise. In-
deed, the basic constraint on interactions in nature is that
5FIG. 5: Welcher weg measurement. The photon polar-
ization in the MZI with polarization insensitive BSs is rotated
to an orthogonal state in the arm B. The dashed line shows
forward evolving quantum state of the photon emitted in |H〉
state, while dotted line shows backward evolving state of the
photon detected in |H〉 state.
they should be local. It is possible to have local coupling
to, say, clockwise polarized photon. Such coupling will
lead to identical traces in the lower and upper arm of the
interferometer:
(PBP)w = (PAP)w =
1
2
. (11)
The criterion of the weak trace tells us that the particle
has been in both arms of the interferometer. Again, the
TSVF explanation works: the photon was where both
forward and backward evolving wave functions do not
vanish, Fig. 5.
In another very similar modification of the welcher weg
measurement the picture is different. Consider theoret-
ically possible, but hardly feasible with today’s technol-
ogy experiment in which the photon in arm B, instead
of rotating its own polarization, changes polarization (or
spin) of another particle to an orthogonal state. Con-
sider a post-selection according to which the photon is
detected at D2 and also at that time the polarization of
the other particle is observed to be in its original state.
Mathematically, this situation is also described by the
two-state vector of the form (12), only now it is the two-
state vector describing the composite system of the pho-
ton and the external particle (which is spatially separated
from the photon) where 〈H|, |H〉 and |V 〉 signify polar-
ization states of the other particle. In this experiment
the weak trace of the photon in the arm B is zero. Due
to orthogonality of the polarization state of the external
particle the weak values of all local photon observables
in the arm B vanish.
When two particles are pre- and post-selected in en-
tangled states, each particle itself is described by a gen-
eralized two-state vector [16]. In our situation only the
pre-selected state is entangled, so the photon is described
just by a simple two-state vector:
〈Φ| |Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(〈A|+ 〈B|) |A〉. (12)
It explains why we have weak trace only in arm A.
In all our examples the TSVF provides a very simple
and natural explanation of the weak trace of the quantum
particle. We can see the weak trace only where we have
nonvanishing forward and backward evolving quantum
states.
VII. ANALYSIS IN THE FRAMEWORKS OF
DIFFERENT INTERPRETATIONS
Let us discuss how different interpretations of quan-
tum mechanics treat the past of a quantum particle and
explain the weak trace the particle leaves in the examples
above.
The simplest approach is, following Bohr, to attribute
reality only to measurement outcomes, thus disallowing
discussion of the past of the particle even after it has been
measured. Indeed, Bohr forbids looking for a description
of the particle between the pre- and post-selection. In
this approach the weak trace can be explained only if the
quantum analysis of everything involved (the particle,
environment, measuring devices, etc.) will be performed.
The textbook approach postulating collapse of the
quantum state at measurement (which might be at-
tributed to von Neumann [11]), does provide a picture
of the past. However, this picture is independent of the
outcome of the post-selection measurement. Between the
pre- and post-selection, the quantum particle in the in-
terferometer is described by the pre-selection state only.
In our examples the quantum wave is present in all arms
of interferometers. This picture in most cases does not
represent the weak trace the particle leaves (the experi-
ment described in Fig. 1c. is an exception). Thus, the
von Neumann description of the particle alone is not suf-
ficient to explain the weak trace.
In the de Broglie-Bohm interpretation (DBB) [17, 18]
the ontology consists of noncollapsing quantum wave of
a quantum particle and its position. The proponents
of the DBB usually consider the latter as the primary
ontology. In many situations, the pre- and post-selection
of the state of the particle specifies the DBB past exactly,
i.e. it tells us what was the Bohmian trajectory of the
particle [19].
In my central example described in Fig. 2b. in which
the weak trace contradicts the “common sense” picture,
the DBB path is the same as the common sense tells us.
It has to be the lower path because the DBB particle
position must ride on a nonvanishing wave packet and
there is not wave packet passing through the upper arm.
However, the DBB picture does not always agrees with
the common sense. Indeed in the case presented in Fig.
61a. (as well as in Fig. 1b.), the DBB path is just the
opposite of the “common sense” path. The Bohmian
particle “rides” the wavepacket moving in the lower arm
and it switches to the wave packet of the upper arm when
the wave packets overlap [20].
The DBB trajectories do not explain the weak trace
neither in case of Fig. 1a. nor in case of Fig. 2b. In
fact, these are not the first examples of discrepancy be-
tween DBB picture and weak measurements of position
[21]. This discrepancy, however, is not very surprising
because in similar setups with particular kinds of posi-
tion measurements the particles can leave even a strong
trace far away from the DBB trajectories [22, 23].
As in the interpretations mentioned above, the lack of
an explanation of the weak and even of the strong trace
left by a quantum particle via particle’s description in
the DBB interpretation does not make the theory incon-
sistent. The explanation can be made, but it requires
consideration of other systems too.
The description of a quantum particle in a particular
world in the many-worlds interpretation (MWI) [24] be-
tween the pre-selection and the post-selection seems to
be identical to that of von Neumann: collapse at mea-
surement is just replaced by splitting at measurement,
and the particle in an interferometer is described by the
quantum state specified by pre-selection only. This de-
scription does not provide an explanation of the weak
trace of the quantum particle.
According to my approach to the MWI [25] “a world”
of the MWI is a sensible story with causal connections.
Hence, this apparent inability to explain the above phe-
nomena seems to be an inconsistency. This led me to
propose a modification of the MWI [26] in which weakly
interacting particles at the intermediate time between
two measurements (such as a photon in an interferome-
ter) are described by the two-state vector which includes
the information of the post-selection measurement and
explains the weak trace. (There is no need to describe
strongly interacting systems by backward evolving state
because it is identical to the forward evolving state.)
With this modification, I find the TSVF to be very
natural in the framework of the MWI. A two-state vector
of a particle with its corresponding weak trace is a well
defined concept in a particular world. In my world with
the post-selection I have seen, I should also expect to
have the effects of the corresponding weak trace. The
surprising picture of the weak trace described in Fig. 3.,
where there is a trace inside the inner interferometer, but
there is no trace leading towards it, is the unique feature
of the world with a click in D2. God, or super technology
which observes the effects of all outcomes in parallel, will
see a continuous trace in all arms of the interferometer
(except E), the trace predicted by the forward evolving
quantum state.
It will be interesting to see if the weak trace in the
examples presented above have natural explanation in
other interpretations, such as physical collapse theories
[27, 28], consistent histories approach [29], Nelson-Guerra
stochastic mechanics [30, 31], but this goes beyond the
scope of this paper.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I have shown that the “common sense” approach to the
past of a quantum particle does not always correspond to
the weak trace it leaves on the environment, specifically,
on a specially designed weak measurement device.
One may learn different lessons from this observation
depending on his/her favorite interpretation of quantum
mechanics. One can, following Bohr, refuse to talk about
the past and thus avoid inconsistencies, but in the pro-
cess loose a useful insight. Alternatively, one can follow-
ing Bohm construct a consistent deterministic picture of
the world and admire a sophisticated nonlocal mecha-
nism responsible for the trace observed far away from
particles trajectories. My preference is the many-worlds
interpretation and my lesson is the necessity of a slight
modification of Everett’s concept of a world [26]. De-
scription of the reality of a quantum particle in a partic-
ular world requires both forward and backward evolving
quantum states. The two-state vector provides “weak-
measurement reality” [32] for quantum particles between
measurements based on the weak value (5) in a world
with a particular pre- and post-selection. This “real-
ity” is not just a theoretical construction since it can be
demonstrated with current technology.
One can learn useful lessons even without attempting
to apply physics for description of reality. First, the pe-
culiar effect presented here teaches us to use “common
sense” with care: the approach, according to which we
decide about the past of a quantum particle based on
the fact that “it could not come the other way”, has to
be abandoned. Second, the description of the quantum
particle itself which correctly describes the weak trace it
leaves is the two-state vector formalism [7, 8].
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